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McDaniel Writing Center opens to help even the best writers  
improve their work  

By: Katya Ivanova 
 

 As students all probably no-
ticed, more essay writing is re-
quired from now on. As McDan-
iel is growing, expectations and 
requirements of students are 
growing, as well. The idea of hav-
ing a Writing Center came up last 
month and on Oct. 8 it will open 
its “gates” to students who feel 
that they need some help in writ-
ing. Experienced as well as inex-
perienced writers are encouraged 
to come to the Center with their 
writing concerns. Professors felt 
that this center will be beneficial 
for all students, no matter what 
their major is. Business and biol-
ogy papers are as welcome as 
Communication research papers, 

or even theses. The tutors will 
help to develop the techniques to 
write a strong research paper, ex-
plain the different ways to do cita-
tions, and where to find reliable 
sources. Students are encouraged 
to come more than once to a ses-
sion, but no one is obligated to 
participate. It is important to state 
that this is not a grammar class, 
nor a composition class. The in-
structors will not rewrite nor edit 
papers; instead they will help to 
find the right path to a logical and 
systematic way of writing. In in-
dividual, 30 minute-long meet-
ings, the five experienced tutors 
will help students develop and 
organize ideas for essays, theses, 
or research papers, and although 
the writing center does not offer a 
proofreading service, the instruc-
tors will provide a critical audi-
ence for students, pointing out 
possible problems in their drafts 
and offering advice for revision.  
As Dr. Mandy, one of the Writing 
Center tutors, said, “Good writing 
is a continuous process” and 
“students should come as early as 
they want, even if they don’t have 
a final draft.” But of course, the 
actual description of the assign-
ment is needed, so the tutor will 

know exactly what is expected of 
the student.  
All Writing Center tutors are pro-
fessional, experienced writing 
teachers. Once a day, for 90 min-
utes, one of the tutors will be 
waiting for the students to come 
and ask for help. The exact loca-
tion of such face-to-face confer-
ences will be held in the individ-
ual tutor’s office. All the needed 
information will be posted on the 
bulletin board and the McDaniel 
College Budapest website. The 
sign-up sheets with time availabil-
ity for appointments also will be 
on the bulletin board in the hall.  
So any student who would like to 
get some constructive criticism of 
a draft is encouraged to make an 
appointment to see a Writing Cen-
ter tutor.  
 

 

 Mondays Prof. Siklos (221) 10.15-11.45 a.m. 

Tuesdays Prof. Kiss (221) 12.30-2.00 p.m. 

Wednesdays Dr. Drexler (225) 12.30-2.00 p.m. 

Thursdays Prof. Hayes (221) 2.15-3.45 p.m. 

Fridays Dr. Mandy (226) 10.15-11.45 a.m. 
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Who Will Enter the White House, The 
Blue Donkeys or the Red Elephants?  
 
-- A brief analysis of the US election of 2008   
 
By: Dadvey Zargaran 
 
Somehow we might consider this upcoming elec-

tion a kind of different one. Having both a female 

candidate and a Mormon for the second time in 

US history supports this argument.  From the De-

mocrat front- runner, Hillary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clinton, to the unexpected Republican Mormon, 

Mitt Romney, a former Massachusetts governor 

who looks very energetic and enthusiastic, we can 

find all kinds of new and interesting contradictory 

characterisics in this  

 

 

 

 

upcoming presidential election.  

Democratic candidates, Barack Obama and Clin-

ton have raised almost the highest funds among 

the candidates in their party: Obama-$36,000,000 

and Clinton-$45,000,000. On the other side of the 

competition, Romney and Rudy Giuliani, the for-

mer mayor of New  

York have raised the most funds among   

 

 

 

Republicans. Interestingly, Mitt Romney has spent 

almost $32,000,000 for his campaign and still has 

$12,000,00 on hand.  

It is still early and too difficult to know about the 

two final candidates, but from the latest political 

events and the image of the candidates themselves, 

we could anticipate that Senator Hillary Clinton 

has a good position because of the following ad-

vantages: being the first female candidate in the 

history of the United States, being presented by a 

dominant political party which has not held the 

White House for 8 years but now controls both the 

House of Representative and Senate, and espe-

cially because she has a  greatly experienced po-

litical consultant who has been both a president for 

8 years and a devoted husband. We should 

wait and see if  

Americans are ready 

to accept a  woman to 

be in the presidential  

office (for heavy- 

loaded duties and responsibilities both to America 

and its allies). 
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On the other side of the coin, history has proven 

the fact that Republicans have been better fundrais-

ers and advantage takers in even the harshest times. 

Many analysts suggest that being an outstanding 

and devoted mayor with a honorable record such as 

managing New York City in the crisis of 9/11 

would not necessarily mean that Giuliani could end 

up being a good-enough president to run the United 

States. 

  

Those conservatives, family- centred and lovers of 

Christian values would eventually like Romney. He 

obtained some respect and a good record filling the 

budget deficit gap in Massachusetts where he was 

running. But would the majority of American vot-

ers like to have the first Mormon president? Some 

may  fear a “religious” White House. Some politi-

cal analysts say that Romney would correct and 

eliminate errors and big losses of American dreams 

and values. Being a family man, a loving husband 

and believer, Romney is a sort of follower of a 

modified version of Bush policies which sound 

more humane and moral. 

Since some of our fellow students are not familiar 

with the election and campaign in US, here is a 

brief and useful description: 

The President of the United States is elected by the 

Electoral College and not directly by the popula-

tion. Each state is assigned electoral votes based on 

the number of senators and representatives that 

state has in Congress. Each state has two senators. 

The number of representatives is determined by the 

states population but is never less then 1. 

Thus small states with a small population are over 

represented in the Electoral College. One candidate 

wins all of the electoral votes in a state. 

The Electoral College meets on the first Monday 

after the second Wednesday in December. Their 

votes are then counted again in the presence of a 

Joint Meeting of Congress on January 6 to certify 

the returns. The candidate that wins over 50% of 

the electoral votes becomes President of the United 

States. 

 In the case that no candidate wins the majority of 

electoral votes, the election is decided by the House 

of Representatives. The House of Representatives 

votes by state. Thus every state in the House of 

Representative gets one vote. 

"During the primaries, when each party chooses 

their nominee for the general election, the candi-

dates go from state to state. Iowa comes first: imag-

ine Rudy Giuliani, former mayor of New York, 

waking up at 5 in the morning to shake hands with 

turkey farmers. This gives you an idea of the 

quirkiness of this stage of the election," said 

Mathew Adamson, the professor of US Campaigns 

and Election course at McDaniel College Budapest. 
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I Know This Much is True 

 

By: Chelsea Blair 

 

A great book should be like a well-composed symphony. I Know This Much is True by Wally Lamb 
delivers on all fronts. It is a skillfully orchestrated 900 –something page piece of literature that will 
leave no reader unsatisfied (and not just because Oprah told you so). 
      Set in the mid 1990s the novel spans many generations but is centered on Dominick Birdsey and 
his schizophrenic twin, Thomas. Born on different days, different years, and even in different halves of 
the 20th century, Dominick has longed his entire life to free himself from his constant shadow, Tho-
mas. He strives to be separate from Thomas in order to be whole, himself. At times the reading can be 
a difficult because the main character Dominick can be utterly horrible. Narcissistic, miserable, self-
righteous and especially cruel to his own mother, sometimes you just want to reach through the pages 
and slap him across his indignant face; he justifies it as his defense against his bully and tyrant step-
father Ray and how horrible life has been to him after he lost his child and his wife left him. 
      After Thomas commits a very public and violent offence in the downtown library in protest against 
the Gulf War, Dominick must fight for Thomas to be taken out of the psychiatric “house-of-horrors” 
and back into his regular care facility. During all these trials and tribulations, Dominick finds himself 
(at first) unwittingly undergoing therapy from the very warm and charming Dr. Patel, who, as it so 
happens is also treating Thomas. Along with these introspective hours spent analyzing his formative 
years with Patel, Dominick unearths much about himself through his grandfather’s life. Domenico On-
ofrio Tempesta or Papa, died before Dominick was born, but he left his legacy in a handwritten mem-
oir that Dominick’s mother bequeaths to him. This very special gift from Dominick’s past is a fable-
like story and it divulges much about Dominick’s out of the ordinary ancestors. Set in “the old coun-
try” of Sicily and later in Connecticut, Papa’s self-proclaimed “legend” has elements of magic, mys-
tery, and murder. These pages of family history reveal much about how the past often mirrors the pre-
sent. 
      A harmony of remarkable characters and their struggles with forgiveness to others and to them-
selves, the saga will plant the seeds of pathos yet it is so superbly composed that every reader can be-
come wrapped up in the pages, even lost in the story of Dominick Birdsey. Oprah says so… 
 

  

Book Review 
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From a flea market to the Opera, McDaniel students can experience Budapest  

 
Visiting a large flea market and going to the Opera are just two of the many activities sched-
uled for students this semester. The Student Programs office has put together a calendar of 

events that are fun, interesting, and inexpensive! Details about each event will be announced 
closer to the event's date. As shown on the schedule below, events begin this week-end and 

continue throughout the semester, on weekdays and week-ends.  
 
 
 

OCTOBER  

 
 

NOVEMBER  

 
 

DECEMBER  

 
 

Activity 

7 Sunday Hiking in the Buda Hills, Libegı – chairlift ride 

20 Saturday Going to Visegrád – visiting the ruins of a medieval castle 
(cost is subsidized for McDaniel College students by the Student Activity Fee) 

25 Thursday Film Club – Students' choice! (free!) 

31 Wednesday Open Forum held by McDaniel student Krisztina Kovalcsik, topic: Volunteer work in Africa (free!) 

1 Thursday Exploring the Pálvölgyi Cave in Buda 

7 Wednesday Folk dancing at the Fonó Táncház in Buda 

14 Wednesday The Collected Works of Shakespeare – a great comedy! 
Nemzeti Színház (National Theatre) 

(cost is subsidized for McDaniel College students by the Student Activity Fee) 

21 Wednesday Film Club – Students' choice! (free!) 

28 Wednesday Open Forum held by guest professor, Dr. Melanie Nilsson 

2 Friday Opera House – The Nutcracker – ballet  
(cost is subsidized for McDaniel College students by the Student Activity Fee) 

5 Wednesday Mikulás Party: All-College holiday festival! 
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1920's VS 2007 
By: Maja Florsic 
 

The period in history following the decade of the 1920's is characterized by artistic and social 
dynamism following World War I. This is the time the “modern era” of fashion was introduced and 
amongst other things, fashion was an aspect greatly influenced by this period. The spirit of these years 
is associated with “modernity” and breaking away from tradition; this was greatly reflected on the 
clothes people started wearing which is corelation with the lifestyles they were leading.  

For the first time it was acceptable for women to dress in much less constricting and formal and 
much more comfortable clothes; trousers, short skirts and dresses, sport clothes etc. This new fashion 
of the 20’s became widely popular by the mid-20’s and continued until the end of the 1930’s.  

Today on the streets, we see indication of these 20’s fashion styles once again. It has had a 
great comeback recently; first on the ruways and more recently on the streets, reintroducing “flapper” 
dresses, tunics and generally comfortable clothes. 
 Fashion recipricates itself over generations. What we wear today and what is considered 
fashionable was worn by our grandparents many years ago, be this due to lack of new ideas or some 
completely different reason. Every new fashion style has roots in the past whether people be aware of 
this or not. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some celebreties dressed in the 20's style: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Natalie Portman     Usher 
 

 

Fashion 

A dress from a recent fashion show greatly resembling dresses from 
the 1920s that were also popular in the 1960s.  
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We all know how misleading the description of hotels and motels can be. So we put 
together a translation table to help you out... So when you see one of the phrases 
listed on the left, you will know what it really means by reading the translation on 
the right! 
 

Old world charm ................................. No bath 

Tropical ............................................. Rainy 

Majestic setting ................................. A long way from town 

Options galore ................................... Nothing is included in the itinerary 

Secluded hideaway ............................ Impossible to find or get to 

Pre-registered rooms .......................... Already occupied 

Explore on your own ........................... Pay for it yourself 

Knowledgeable trip hosts .................... They've flown in an airplane before 

No extra fees ..................................... No extras 

Nominal fee ....................................... Outrageous charge 

Standard ........................................... Sub-standard 

Deluxe .............................................. Standard 

Superior ............................................ One free shower cap 

Cozy ................................................. Small 

All the amenities ................................ Two free shower caps 

Plush ................................................ Top and bottom sheets 

Gentle breezes .................................. Occasional Gale-force winds 

Light and airy ..................................... No air conditioning 

Picturesque ....................................... Theme park nearby 

Open bar ........................................... Free ice cubes 

Concierge ....................................... Stand with tourist brochures 

Continental breakfast ..................... Free muffin 
 

Source: www.lotsofjokes.com 

Jokes 

Continued from pg.6: 
 
 
 
 
The Converse shoes were first popular at the beginning 
of 1920s, used for playing basketball. Today, once 
again, we can see them on the streets every day.  

Submitted by: Katya Ivanova 
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Submitted by: Katya Ivanova 
 
Things That Are Difficult To Say When You’re Drunk  
 
1. Innovative 
2. Preliminary 
3. Proliferation 
4. Cinnamon 
 
 
Things That Are Very Difficult To Say When You’re Drunk  
 
1. Specificity 
2. Anti-constitutionalistically 
3. Passive-aggressive disorder 
4. Transubstantiate 
 
 
Things That Are Downright Impossible To Say When You’re Drunk  
 
1. Thanks, but I don’t want to have sex. 
2. Nope, no more booze for me! 
3. Sorry, but you’re not really my type. 
4. Taco Bell? No thanks, I’m not hungry. 
5. Good evening, officer. Isn’t it lovely out tonight? 
6. Oh, I couldn’t! No one wants to hear me sing karaoke. 
7. I’m not interested in fighting you. 
8. Thank you, but I won’t make any attempt to dance, I have no coordination. I’d hate to look like a fool! 
9. Where is the nearest bathroom? I refuse to piss in this parking lot or on the road side. 
10. I must be going home now as I have to work in the morning. 
 
Although cats are rather delicate creatures, and they are subject to a good many ailments, I never heard of one who suffered 
from insomnia. 
 
Dogs and cats instinctively know the exact moment their owners will wake up. Then they wake them 10 minutes sooner. 

Jokes 

Sports Schedule 
 

The hours below are available at the  
Veterinary College gym (across the square) 

for student use: 
 

Friday 
 

Football: 4:00 - 5:30 
Basketball: 5:30 - 7:00 

The Messenger staff encourages  
 

our readers to send their  
 

comments in letters to the editor.   
 

E-mail: katya.ivanova@yahoo.com  
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